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Abstract

Most existing methods for automatic fact-
checking start with a precompiled list of
claims to verify. We investigate the under-
studied problem of determining what state-
ments in news articles are worthy to fact-
check. We annotate the argument structure
of 95 news articles in the climate change
domain that are fact-checked by climate sci-
entists at climatefeedback.org. We re-
lease the first multi-layer annotated corpus for
both argumentative discourse structure (argu-
ment components and relations) and for fact-
checked statements in news articles. We dis-
cuss the connection between argument struc-
ture and check-worthy statements and develop
several baseline models for detecting check-
worthy statements in the climate change do-
main. Our preliminary results show that us-
ing information about argumentative discourse
structure shows slight but statistically signifi-
cant improvement over a baseline of local dis-
course structure.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of misinformation in online por-
tals is increasing at a scale that calls for the au-
tomation of the slow and labor-intensive manual
fact-checking process (Vosoughi et al., 2018). The
need for automation is even bigger in highly con-
troversial topics such as climate change. An end-
to-end automatic fact-checking system needs to
accomplish three main tasks: 1) find claims that
are worth fact-checking, 2) retrieve relevant ev-
idence from credible sources, and 3) determine
the veracity of that claim given the retrieved evi-
dence. Most previous attempts at automating fact-
checking focus on the latter two steps by com-
paring a manually prepared list of claims against
automatically- or manually-retrieved evidences
from (trusted) sources such as Wikipedia or news
articles from credible publishers (Thorne et al.,

2018; Ferreira and Vlachos, 2016; Pomerleau and
Rao, 2017). However, less attention is given to au-
tomatically compiling a list of check-worthy state-
ments that can then be inspected and fact-checked
by a human fact-checker (or by a fact-checking
system). A small number of previous studies de-
veloped datasets and models for identifying check-
worthy statements in political news and debates
(Hassan et al., 2017; Jaradat et al., 2018; Arslan
et al., 2020).

We look at the problem of deciding what sen-
tences to fact-check in news articles and in particu-
lar in the climate change domain. We hypothesize
that selecting segments for fact-checking in news
articles, particularly for controversial topics, is re-
lated to the overall argumentative structure of the
article, more specifically to the argument compo-
nent type (e.g., claim, premise) and to the incoming
and outgoing argumentative relations (e.g., support,
attack) from or to the argument components. By
looking at some of the fact-checked articles, we
notice that the segments selected for fact-checking
by climate scientists sometimes contain a claim, a
premise, or a combination of both a claim and a
premise. When we look at the context around the
fact-checked segments, we notice patterns related
to the argumentative structure. For example, hu-
man fact-checkers tend to fact-check a claim when
it is not supported by an evidence (premise) or
only supported by another claim, and fact-check a
premise when it is used to support an claim (e.g.,
to challenge the relevance of that evidence in sup-
port for the claim). Not all fact-checked segments
are chosen on a basis related to the argumentative
structure as we show in our analysis, however, hav-
ing annotations of both fact-checked segments and
argument component types allow us to understand
and model this relation. Figure 1 shows an excerpt
from one article in our dataset with its argument
and fact-checked segments annotations.

climatefeedback.org
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Figure 1: Fact-Checked Segments and Argument Components and Relations in one Article

Our contributions in this paper are as follows1:

1. We introduce a new dataset of 95 climate
change news articles with annotations of fact-
checked segments (Section 3.1).

2. We annotate the argumentative discourse
structure of these 95 articles (Section 3.2),
thus introducing the first multi-layer annotated
corpus both for argumentative discourse struc-
ture and check-worthy statements that allows
us to deepen our understating of the connec-
tion between the two (Section 4).

3. We show that a BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019) that incorporates information about ar-
gumentative discourse structure provides a
slight but statistically significant improvement
over a BERT model that uses just local dis-
course context (Sections 5 and 6).

2 Related Work

Previous work on fact-checking has focused on dif-
ferent steps of the fact-checking pipeline (Thorne
and Vlachos, 2018; Graves, 2018), the majority of
which is work on predicting the veracity of claims
either by comparing them against evidence from
Wikipedia (Thorne et al., 2018), trusted news out-
lets (Ferreira and Vlachos, 2016; Pomerleau and
Rao, 2017), discussion forums (Joty et al., 2018),
or debate websites (Chen et al., 2019), or by analyz-
ing the linguistic properties of false and true claim

1The annotated dataset, guidelines, and code are available
here: https://github.com/Tariq60/whatToFactcheck

(Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018; Rashkin et al., 2017) in
addition to the speaker’s history (Wang, 2017; Al-
hindi et al., 2018). Other work focuses on estimat-
ing the credibility of sources by using an external
list of bias per publisher (Baly et al., 2018) or by
modeling conflicting reports on a claim from dif-
ferent sources (Zhang et al., 2019). However, all
of these methods either report bias at the publisher
level or start with a list of claims to fact-check.

Previous work on detecting check-worthy claims
focus on text from the political domain. The two
main existing systems for check-worthy claim de-
tection are ClaimBuster (Hassan et al., 2017) and
ClaimRank (Jaradat et al., 2018). ClaimBuster is
trained on sentences from political debates and uses
sentence level features such as TF-IDF weights
and sentiment. ClaimRank extends this to Ara-
bic (in addition to English) and uses a richer fea-
ture set that includes the context. Other more
recent work include datasets that are bigger in
size and across longer time spans (Arslan et al.,
2020) or in other languages such as Dutch (Berendt
et al., 2020). Covering multiple domains (political
speeches, tweets, Wikipedia) and task formulations
(check-worthiness, rumor detection, and citation
detection), Wright and Augenstein (2020) use posi-
tive unlabelled learning (Bekker and Davis, 2020)
to perform a comparison of datasets across domains
where the notion of check-worthiness vary greatly.

Over the past three years, the CLEF check-that
lab introduced tasks for detecting check-worthy
political claims from debates and social media
(Nakov et al., 2018; Elsayed et al., 2019; Barrón-

https://github.com/Tariq60/whatToFactcheck
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Cedeño et al., 2020), where the best teams in the
2019 task (Hansen et al., 2019) uses syntactic fea-
tures and word embeddings in an LSTM model.
More recently on the same datasets, Kartal et al.
(2020) introduce a logistic regression model using
BERT-based features, presence of comparative and
superlative adjectives, augmented with data from
controversial topics. Finally, Meng et al. (2020)
use adversarial training on transformer neural net-
work models for detecting check-worthy state-
ments. However, all of these models are trained on
political text from debates, speeches and tweets, or
lists of claims previously checked by various fact-
checking agencies such as FactCheck.org. We
on the other hand work on a dataset from a differ-
ent genre: news articles, and from a different do-
main: climate change, and investigate the question
whether argumentative discourse structure helps in
detecting check-worthy statements.

Argument mining is a field concerned with find-
ing argument structure in text from argument com-
ponents (claim, premises) to relations (support,
attack) as covered extensively by Lawrence and
Reed (2020). Several argumentation corpora are
available on texts from multiple genres such as
student essays (Stab and Gurevych, 2014), and
social-media threads (Hidey et al., 2017), which
have been used in applications such as writing as-
sistance (Zhang and Litman, 2016) and essay scor-
ing (Somasundaran et al., 2016). Freeman (2000)
has argued that statements have different types
which affects the type of evidence they need or
lack thereof. This was empirically explored by
works that attempted to identify the appropriate
type of support for statements in user comments
(Park and Cardie, 2014) and controversial topics
in the social media (Addawood and Bashir, 2016).
In this work, we provide a resource and a model
that aims to deepen our understanding of the re-
lations between argumentative discourse structure
and check-worthiness.

3 Multi-Layer Annotated Corpus

We describe below the dataset, its fact-checked
segment annotation by climate scientists, and our
argumentative discourse structures annotation on
the same dataset.

3.1 Fact-Checked Segments Annotation

We introduce a new dataset of 95 climate change
news articles fact-checked at the sentence-level

Credibility Count Credibility Count
very-low 23 high 21
very-low/low 7 high/very-high 8
low 10 very-high 18
neutral 7 mixed 1

Table 1: Number of articles per credibility level

by climate scientists at the climatefeedback.org

website. The articles are from 40 publishers mainly
in the U.S., UK and Australia (e.g., The New York
Times, The Guardian, The Washington Post, The
Wall Street Journal, The Australian, The Telegraph,
Forbes, USA today, Breitbart, and Mashable).2

Each article is fact-checked by 3 to 5 climate sci-
entists that evaluate scientific reasoning, add rele-
vant information missed by the article and check
for: factual accuracy, scientific understanding, log-
ical reasoning, precision/clarity, sources quality,
and fairness/objectivity3. The articles are given
an article-level credibility assessment from very
low to very high by the fact-checkers in addition
to the segment-level annotation. Table 1 shows the
number of articles in each of the nine degrees of
credibility for news articles. The annotations of
fact-checked segments vary in length from a frag-
ment of a sentence to multiple sentences. We thus
map this to binary labels at the sentence-level: fact-
checked sentences or non-fact-checked sentences.
Each sentence is labeled as ’fact-checked’ if it was
fact-checked, or it has a fact-checked fragment, or
it is part of multi-sentence fact-checked segment.
We use NLTK sentence segmenter (Loper and Bird,
2002) to split both the original articles and the fact-
checked segments into a list of sentences.

There are a total of 134 articles that are fact-
checked by climatefeedback.org at the time of
crawling this data (May 2020). However, we only
include articles that have segment-level annotations
and thus the final dataset has a total of 95 articles.
We split the dataset to 68 articles in the training
set (4,353 sentences in total, 824 are fact-checked),
7 articles in the development set (249 sentences
in total, 55 are fact-checked), and 20 articles in
the test set (970 sentences in total, 220 are fact-
checked). We consider article credibility, publisher,
and the ratio of fact-checked sentences when doing
the split to make sure all data splits have articles
from a diverse set of credibility levels, publishers

2We collect the articles from LexisNexis, which licenses
the use of data for research purposes.

3https://climatefeedback.org/process/

FactCheck.org
climatefeedback.org
climatefeedback.org
https://climatefeedback.org/process/
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and styles. The ratio of fact-checked sentences in
all three splits is around 20-25% of total number of
sentences in the data.

3.2 Argumentative Discourse Structure
Annotation

We also annotate the argumentative discourse struc-
ture of the 95 fact-checked articles. Our anno-
tation scheme is a slight modification of the one
introduced by Stab and Gurevych (2017). It has
three types of argument components: Major-Claim,
Claim, and Premise. Each consist of a single propo-
sition. Major-Claims are propositions that express
the main stance the author takes about the text’s
main issue. Claims are stances relating to the text’s
main issue that can support or undermine a ma-
jor claim, or another claim. Finally, Premises are
propositions which express reasons to believe a
given claim. Our scheme uses four types of re-
lations: Support, Attack, Restate, and Joint. Re-
lations are directed connections between compo-
nents, such that each component may have no more
than one outgoing relation. Besides the classical
Support and Attack relations, we introduce a Re-
state relation that indicates that two components of
the same type (such as two claims) are the same
(e.g., the author introduces a Main Claim and then
restate it at the end of the article). Finally, a Joint
relation, which occurs only between two adjacent
Premises, indicates that the two should be taken
as a single argumentative unit. They are distinct
propositions, but neither can be considered argu-
mentative without the other.

Our annotation study consisted of six annotators,
all undergraduate students. We recruited potential
annotators from the departments of Linguistics, En-
glish, and Comparative Literature, trained them on
a sample of articles, then assigned each a 32-article
batch. The articles were distributed such that each
batch had three annotators. We used the Brat web
server as our annotation tool.4

We create gold annotations for each article by
synthesizing all three of its annotators’ contribu-
tions. The text span for each gold component con-
sists of the minimum common span of all overlap-
ping components from the three annotations. We
use majority voting to decide the label of the new
gold component, with the label that occurs most of-
ten in the overlapping individual annotations being
chosen as the gold label. In cases with a three-

4brat.nlplab.org

way tie between unlabelled, Premise, and Claim
or Major-Claim, we determine highest quality an-
notator of that span, where annotator quality is an
ordinal ranking of all annotators in the study in de-
scending order of their average pairwise agreement
across all articles, and use the label the highest
quality annotator provided. Once the gold argu-
ment components are created, we generate gold
relations. First, we collect all outgoing relations
from the individual annotators’ components asso-
ciated with a given gold argument component. We
then remove any relations which begin or end at a
component which was not included in the creation
of a gold component. Then, for each gold argument
component, we determine the gold relation by, in
order of priority: adherence to guidelines, annota-
tor quality, and the frequency with which the given
relation type appears in our corpus. Adherence is
a binary True or False depending on whether the
proposed relation is consistent with our annotation
schemes, such that an adherent relation is chosen
when possible. To assess the quality of the result-
ing gold annotations, an expert meta-annotator then
examined 18 of the resulting 95 annotated articles,
and recorded any instances in which they disagreed
with the gold annotation. This comparison resulted
in an agreement with the gold annotations 85.3%
of the time.

We calculate inter-annotator agreement using
two versions of dkpro-statistic’s open-source 5 im-
plementation of Krippendorff’s alpha, which mea-
sures on a scale from -1 to 0 to 1 from inverse
agreement, to agreement only by chance, to perfect
agreement (Bär et al., 2013; Krippendorff, 2011).
When using the coding version, which uses only the
labels assigned to each component, we find an over-
all inter-annotator agreement of .4368, with cate-
gory agreements of .1745 for Premises, .2175 for
Claims, and .3782 for Major-Claims. Using the uni-
tizing version, which takes into account both the la-
bel of each argument component and the span each
annotator selected, we find an overall agreement
of .2763, with agreements of .2803 for Premises,
.2463 for Claims, and .4312 for Major-Claims. We
also use the unitizing version to calculate each an-
notator’s average pairwise overall agreement for
the purpose of assessing annotator quality, finding
a range from .1776 to .4641.

The dataset comes from multiple publishers and
countries, and includes numerous types of articles

5dkpro.github.io/dkpro-statistics

brat.nlplab.org
dkpro.github.io/dkpro-statistics
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Best Annotator Gold Annotations
AC Type Frequency AC Type Frequency
Claim 110 Claim 91
Premise 100 Premise 76
Premise Premise 40 Major-Claim 22
Claim Claim 26 Premise Premise 20
Claim Premise 25 Claim Premise 17
Major-Claim 21 Claim Claim 12
Premise Claim 13 Premise Claim 9
Premise Premise Premise 10 Premise Claim Claim 4
Claim Claim Claim 8 Premise Premise Claim 4
Premise Claim Premise 7 Claim Premise Claim 4

Table 2: The most frequent argument component (AC) types of fact-checked segments.

AC Total Relation Frequency
Type Rel. Type

Claim 1
sup−−→ Claim 18

1
sup−−→Major-Claim 13

Premise 1
sup−−→ Claim 79

2 att−→ Claim,
sup/oth←−−−− Premise 9

Major ≥5
sup←−− Claim (all) 13

Claim 1 oth−→Major-Claim 3

Table 3: Relation types counts for best annotator

such as editorials, op-eds, news analysis and news
reporting. This increases the complexity of the an-
notation task which could explain the low Krippen-
dorff’s alpha scores for inter-annotator agreement.

4 Analysis of Argumentation in
Fact-Checked Segments

To further understand the relation between argu-
mentative discourse structure and fact-checked seg-
ments, we analyze the argument components types
and relations of the fact-checked segments in the
training data. To see the effect of our strategy in
selecting gold argumentative spans and relations
on the overlap with fact-checked segments, we do
our analysis using the annotations of the best an-
notator for each article (overall highest in pairwise
agreement with other annotators), and the gold an-
notations. We look at the original fact-checked
segments before they are split to sentences as de-
scribed in Section 3.1. This results in 589 fact-
checked segments that mostly consist of multiple
sentences (splitting them to sentences increases the
number to 824 fact-checked sentences).

AC Total Relation Frequency
Type Rel. Type

Claim 1
sup−−→ Claim 12

1
sup−−→Major-Claim 11

Premise 1
sup−−→ Claim 54

1
sup−−→ Premise 4

Major ≥4
sup←−− Claim (all) 10

Claim 1 oth−→Major-Claim 2

Table 4: Relation types count in gold

Argument Component Types. We first look at
the best annotator’s coding. Out of the 589 fact-
checked segments, 430 map to argument compo-
nents in the articles. Out of argumentative fact-
checked segments, 53% consist of a single argu-
ment component: 95 are Claims, 82 are Premises
and 17 are Major-Claims, while the remaining con-
sist of two (25%), three (10%), or four or more
argument components (12%). Table 2 shows the
most frequent argument component types of the
fact-checked segments.

When we use the gold annotations, the number
of annotated segments in most articles decreases
due to only including segments that are annotated
by two or more annotators. This reduces the argu-
mentative fact-checked segments from 430 to 307
out of the 589 total fact-checked segments. This
reductions cascades to the frequency of argument
component types (Table 2) and relations counts
(Table 4) in fact-checked segments.

Argumentative Relations. When we look at the
relations from and to argument components that
are fact-checked (as annotated by the best anno-
tator), we notice that a Premise is fact-checked
when it has one relation (mostly an outgoing sup-
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port relation) and a Claim is fact-checked when
it has many relations (up to four) with mixed di-
rections (incoming, outgoing) and types (support,
attack). This essentially maps to fact-checking a
Premise when it is used as a supportive evidence
and fact-checking a Claim when it is central to the
overall argument of the article. Also, Claims and
Major-Claims are fact-checked when they are only
supported by other Claims (which could signal that
the author is not providing an evidence, thus show-
casing an “evading the burden of proof ” fallacy).
The most frequent relation counts of fact-checked
segments are shown in Table 4.

The general patterns found in the annotations
of the best annotator still hold for the gold annota-
tions. The only exception in the gold annotations
is that a Major-Claim is fact-checked more often
that segments consisting of two Premises or two
Claims, which is mainly due to the smaller count
of argument component (and relations) in the gold
annotations. More detailed counts are shown in
Appendix B.

5 Experimental Setup

We use the climate scientists’ decision to fact-
check a sentence as our gold labels for check-
worthiness. In order to understand the capabil-
ity of machine learning models to decide whether
a sentence should be fact-checked, we introduce
an experimental setup as follows. In line with
previous work, we formulate this problem in two
ways: a) sentence classification task, i.e. deter-
mining whether a given sentence should be fact-
checked or not, and b) sentence ranking by check-
worthiness. For the sentence classification task,
we use Macro F1 scores as our evaluation met-
ric, while for ranking we use Mean Average Preci-
sion (MAP). We experiment with fine-tuning BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) using the transformers library
by huggingface (Wolf et al., 2020) with and with-
out argumentation-based selection of context as
described below.

Baselines. We fine-tune BERT for 3 epochs (bert-
base-uncased, max sequence length 256, batch size
16, learning rate 2e-5) using three different inputs
to establish a baseline for this task. The first base-
line is fine-tuning using only the target sentence
for classification as the input (SENT). The other
two configurations utilize the capability of BERT
to handle two inputs. Therefore, we experiment
with passing the target sentence with its previous

sentence as input (PREV+SENT) and with its next
sentence (SENT+NEXT). These two configurations
essentially provide local discourse context follow-
ing the natural order of sentences in the article.

Argumentation Context. One simple way to
test our hypothesis on the relation between argu-
mentation and check-worthiness is by selecting a
context for the target sentence using the argumen-
tative discourse structure. We refer to such context
as the argumentation context in our discussion. If
the target sentence is argumentative, we look at
its outgoing and incoming argumentative relations.
If the sentence has an incoming relation, then the
source of that relation is passed as the first input of
BERT and the target sentence is passed as the sec-
ond input. If the relation is outgoing from the target
sentence, then the target sentence is passed as the
first input and the target of the relation is passed as
the second. As a single sentence could consist of
more than one argument component, which in turn
could have many relations, this creates many pairs
for the target sentence.

We explore three configurations for using the
argument structure to select context. First, we keep
all pairs for each target sentences, thus increasing
the number of instances in the data and maintain-
ing the same gold label for each repeated target
sentence in the training data that is matched with a
different argumentation context. We denote such
configuration as AC(ALL) in our discussion. The
final label during inference time can be determined
in two ways: via majority label of predictions for
each target sentence, and via favoring the minority
class, i.e., if one prediction is to fact-check then we
consider that as the final label.

Second, we select some of the argumentation
context by keeping the most frequent relations in
fact-checked segments seen in training as discussed
in Section 4. If the target sentence has a Claim or
Major-Claim, then we only keep incoming support
relations from other Claims or Major-Claims. How-
ever, if the target sentence has a Premise, we keep
outgoing relations to Claims or Major-Claims. We
also limit the total number by either 3 (AC(3)) or
1 (AC(1)) selecting at random if the remaining re-
lations exceed the limit. In case the target sentence
is not argumentative, we revert to the discourse
context by selecting the previous sentence.

Third, we experiment with prepending argument
component type of the target sentence and its con-
text to the input text (e.g., if the sentence has a
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Group Model Input Not-Checked Fact-Checked Macro F1 MAP
SENT 0.83 0.23 0.53 0.296

Baselines PREV+SENT 0.83 0.29 0.56 0.387
SENT+NEXT 0.83 0.27 0.55 0.296
SENT+AC(1) 0.84 0.33 0.58 0.366

Argument SENT+AC(3)v1 0.82 0.31 0.57 0.299
Context SENT+AC(3)v2 0.82 0.32 0.57 0.299

(Text only) SENT+AC(ALL)v1 0.83 0.26 0.54 0.318
SENT+AC(ALL)v2 0.81 0.30 0.56 0.318
SENT+AC(1)+T 0.83 0.29 0.56 0.359

Argument SENT+AC(3)+Tv1 0.84 0.27 0.57 0.305
Context SENT+AC(3)+Tv2 0.85 0.29 0.57 0.305

(Text+Type) SENT+AC(ALL)+Tv1 0.82 0.32 0.57 0.281
SENT+AC(ALL)+Tv2 0.82 0.31 0.57 0.281

Table 5: Results on the Development Set. Per-class F1, Macro F1 for sentence classification, and MAP for sentence
ranking. v1Majority prediction to determine the final label. v2Final prediction is to Fact-Check if at least one
prediction for the target sentence is as such. v1,v2Voting strategies do not affect MAP as we take the average of the
prediction probabilities for each target sentence.

Input NC FC F1 MAP
SENT 0.85 0.28 0.56 0.398
PREV+SENT 0.82 0.29 0.56 0.384
SENT+NEXT 0.84 0.26 0.55 0.385
SENT+AC(1) 0.83 0.30 0.57 0.413
SENT+AC(1)+T 0.84 0.33 0.59† 0.420†

Table 6: Per-class F1, Macro F1 and MAP on the Test
Set. †significant over the baseline (PREV+SENT)

claim, the input will be “ CLAIM ” followed by
the sentence; for non-argumentative sentences we
use “ NONE ”). We denote experiments with such
configurations with the letter (T).

6 Results and Discussion

We show the results of our experiments in Ta-
ble 5 for the development set and Table 6 for the
test set. We can see in the baseline experiments
in both tables that PREV+SENT condition is bet-
ter than SENT+NEXT condition both in terms of
Macro F1 score and the Fact-Checked class F1
score (FCclass F1). Looking at the results on the
dev set, we can see that the argument context of
SENT+AC(1) has the highest FCclass F1 of 0.33,
which is 4 points above PREV+SENT and 6 points
above SENT+NEXT. It also has the highest Macro
F1 of 0.58, which is 2 points above PREV+SENT

and 3 points above SENT+NEXT. This indicates
that providing a context based on argument rela-
tions that could be either before or after and not

necessarily adjacent to the target segment is more
informative for check-worthiness than providing
local discourse context of the previous or next sen-
tence. The same holds for the test set where the best
argument context of SENT+AC(1)+T has the best
FCclass F1 of 0.33 (4 points above PREV+SENT

and 7 points above SENT+NEXT), best Macro F1
of 0.59 (2 points above PREV+SENT and 3 points
above SENT+NEXT), and best MAP of 0.420 (2
points above SENT, which is the highest baseline
with MAP score). The test set SENT+AC(1)+T
Macro F1 and MAP results are statistically signif-
icant over all three baselines SENT, PREV+SENT,
and SENT+NEXT.

However, providing more than one sentence
does not improve the results in the AC(3) and
AC(ALL) experiments as shown in Table 5, regard-
less whether the final prediction at inference time
is decided via majority voting or favoring the FC
class. Therefore, we only run AC(1) and AC(1)+T
experiments on the test set. It is worth noting that
adding the argumentative type to the target sen-
tence and its context has the highest results on the
test set but not on the development set. This could
be due to the small size of the development set of
249 sentences from 7 articles, which could have
lead to high variability from the general trend in
the data. The sentence type information has also
the highest MAP score for the sentence ranking
task. The ranking is done based on the prediction
probability of the model for all sentences in an ar-
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ticle. The MAP value is computed by taking the
mean of all average precision scores on all articles
in one data split. This is a simplified version of the
classification task where the model does not need
to have correct prediction for every single sentence
in the article as long as it highly ranks most of the
fact-checked sentences in an article.

Argumentative Segments. In order to have a
better understanding of the true potential of the ar-
gumentative discourse context for this task, we look
at the accuracy of predictions on the argumentative
segments of the articles. All non-argumentative
segments have no incoming or outgoing argumen-
tative relations. Therefore, there is no way of pro-
viding an argumentative discourse context for them
so they are matched with their previous sentence as
mentioned earlier. Thus, the reported results on all
AC conditions is on a mix of pairs where some sen-
tences have an argumentation context while other
have a discourse context. Out of the 249 sentences
in the dev set, 133 are argumentative of which 37
are Fact-Checked. If we look at the model per-
formance on this subset of the dev set, we see
scores of 0.31 FCclass F1 and 0.53 Macro F1 for
PREV+SENT, while having scores of 0.41 FCclass

F1 and 0.60 macro F1 for SENT+AC(1). A gain
of 10 F1 points in the FCclass on the argumenta-
tive subset of the dev set compared with 4 points
difference in FCclass F1 on the whole set shown in
Table 5. The same observation holds for the test
set that includes 485 argumentative sentences (out
of 970) of which 123 sentences are Fact-Checked.
The results on this subset are 0.33 FCclass and 0.55
macro F1 for PREV+SENT, and 0.38 FCclass and
0.61 macro F1 for SENT+AC(1)+T. This is again
a wider margin of 5 F1 points on FCclass compared
to the 4 points difference in FCclass F1 reported
in Table 6 on the whole test set. These numbers
show that using argumentation context for deter-
mining check-worthiness of sentences in an article
is more clearly beneficial on the argumentative seg-
ments of the article. We leave further experimen-
tation and modeling for future work that includes
complimenting this approach with other linguistic
information to determine check-worthiness of the
non-argumentative parts of the articles.

Error Analysis. We closely examine a few ex-
amples where the argumentative discourse context
helped the model in making a correct prediction.
One fact-checked ”Major-Claim” saying: ”Up-

dated data from NASA satellite instruments reveal
the Earth’s polar ice caps have not receded at all
since the satellite instruments began measuring the
ice caps in 1979.” was the first sentence in the ar-
ticle so it was paired with title in the PREV+SENT

model that did not make a correct prediction. How-
ever, the AC(1)+T paired it with another ”Major-
Claim” (The updated data contradict one of the
most frequently asserted global warming claims
...) that comes 3 sentences later in the article and
has a support relation to the target sentence. An-
other example is the ”Major-Claim” (The brutal
weather has been supercharged by human-induced
climate change) supported by a ”Claim” (Climate
models for three decades have predicted exactly
what the world is seeing this summer). Both of
these examples have been correctly predicted by
the AC(1)+T model, which indicates the benefit
of providing both argument component type and
its argumentation context to determine its check-
worthiness, especially for ”Major-Claims”. On
the other hand, AC(1)+T makes several wrong
predictions to fact-check sentences from the Not-
Checked class, which were predicted correctly by
SENT and PREV+SENT models. This happens in
cases where both the target and context sentences
are Claim/Major-Claim, which indicates that such
relations are providing a strong signal to fact-check.
However, the climate scientist might have decided
that those sentences were not check-worthy due to
their own knowledge in the field rather than reasons
related to the argumentation structure.

7 Conclusion

We introduced a corpus of news articles with multi-
layer annotations of check-worthiness and argu-
mentative discourse structure to further our under-
standing of the relation between argumentation and
fact-checking. We approached the task of determin-
ing what sentences to fact-check in a news articles
formulated as a sentence classification task and as
a sentence ranking task. We showed that providing
an argumentative discourse context along with the
target sentence when fine-tuning BERT improves
over baselines of the target sentence alone or with
its local discourse context, especially on the argu-
mentative part of the articles.

In future work, we want to compare using the
gold annotations of argument structure with pre-
dicted argument components and relations by train-
ing another model that generate argumentation fea-
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tures to be used for the main task as done in previ-
ous work (Alhindi et al., 2020). Also, we want to
explore the use of other linguistic features tested in
previous work and other variations of argumenta-
tion context and features such as counts of relations
for the target argumentative segment. BERT is pre-
trained on the next sentence prediction task, which
makes an out-of-order argumentation context to be
further away from the distribution of the pretraining
data. To remedy this, we plan to adaptively pretrain
BERT on more argumentation context extracted
from multiple argumentation corpora. Finally, we
want to study the relation of check-worthiness to in-
trinsic clause types such as facts and testimony, and
to argument fallacies not related to the argument
structure.
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A Experiment Reproducibility

As the main objective of the paper is not optimizing
for the best hyperparameters for our task but rather
introduce the resource and develop some baseline
models, we do not experiment for many hyperpa-
rameters and stick to the ones recommended by
(Devlin et al., 2019) as mentioned in Section 5.
We train 3 times for the baseline conditions SENT,
PREV+SENT, and SENT+NEXT and take the av-
erage of those runs. After seeing stability in the
numbers across the three runs, we only train once
for the remaining conditions.

B Relation Counts

Here we list more detailed tables of the most fre-
quent types of relations of fact-checked segments.
Table 8 is a detailed version of Table 3, and Table
7 is a detailed version of Table 4. Both of Tables 3
and 4 are discussed in Section 4.

AC Total Relation Frequency
Type Rel. Type

Claim 1
sup−−→ Claim 12

1
sup−−→Major-Claim 11

2
sup−−→Major-Claim,
sup←−− Premise 10

0 – 8

1
sup←−− Premise 3

3
sup−−→Major-Claim,
sup←−− Premise (2) 3

1 att−→ Claim 3

Premise 1
sup−−→ Claim 54

1
sup−−→ Premise 4

0 – 4

1
sup−−→Major-Claim 4

Major ≥4
sup←−− Claim (all) 10

Claim 1 oth−→Major-Claim 2

Table 7: Relation types count in gold
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AC Total Relation Frequency
Type Rel. Type

Claim 1
sup−−→ Claim 18

1
sup−−→Major-Claim 13

2
sup−−→ Claim,
sup←−− Premise 8

2
sup−−→Major-Claim ,
sup←−− Premise 8

2
sup−−→Major-Claim,
sup←−− Claim 6

4
sup−−→Major-Claim ,
sup←−− Premise (3) 5

3
sup−−→Major-Claim,
sup←−− Premise (2) 4

0 – 4

Premise 1
sup−−→ Claim 79

2 att−→ Claim,
sup/oth←−−−− Premise 9

1
sup−−→Major-Claim 4

1
sup−−→ Premise 3

Major ≥5
sup←−− Claim (all) 13

Claim 1 oth−→Major-Claim 3

Table 8: Relation types counts for best annotator


